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Duration of the Game:  The Italian player may enter his ships onto the chart at whatever hour of 27Mar41 he wishes.
Starting Forces and their Deployments - as historical - the game starts at 1900, 27Mar41:
Italian - destroyers must stay with their divisions, although divisions themselves can be detached:  Arriving onto mapboard from Taranto, counting the hex of entry (and later exit):  Vittorio Veneto, 1st Cruiser Division (Fiume, Pola, Zara), 3rd Crsr Div (Bolzano, Trento, Trieste), 8th Crsr Division (Duca d'Abruzzi, Giuseppe Garibaldi), 6th Destroyer Squadron (Pessagno, da Recco), 9th Dest Sqdn (Alfieri, Carducci, Gioberti, Oriani), 12th Dest Sqdn (Ascari, Carabiniere, Corazziere), 13th Dest Sqdn (Alpino, Bersagliere, Fuciliere, Granatiere).  On Rhodes, Carlo Buscaglia's 2 SM79 torpedo bombers.  The Italian player may also use battleships Caio Duilio and Giulio Cesare, but they sail at a maximum of only Normal (cruising) speed.  Plus 1 Dummy and 1 Dummy Destroyer Fuel Limit markers.
Allied:  The Mediterranean Fleet (aka Force A) in Alexandria:  Warspite, Barham, Valiant, Formidable, destroyers Greyhound, Griffin, Jervis, Janus, Mohawk, Nubian, Hotspur, Havock, and Hec Waller's HMAS Stuart.  At sea:  Force B (cruisers Ajax, Orion, HMAS Perth, Gloucester, destroyers Hasty, Hereward, Ilex) 8 hexes out of Alexandria.  Convoy AG 9 to Greece (cruisers Calcutta, Carlisle, destroyers Defender, Jaguar, HMAS Vampire, 6 freighters) 13 hexes from Alexandria.  Convoy GA 8 to Alexandria (cruiser Bonaventure, destroyers Decoy, Juno, 4 freighters) 5 hexes away from Athens.  All Greek destroyers in Piraeus.  Plus 2 Dummy markers.
Game Preliminaries:
British Battle Line Strength:   On a die roll of 1-6, the Allied player has 1,2,2,3,3,or3 of his battleships fit for sea.  On a piece of paper, the Allied player secretly writes a number 0-5, and that shifts the number he openly rolls.  For example, if the secret shift number is 3 and the Allied player openly rolls a 1, that is actually/secretly a 4 and he gets all 3 battleships.  However, if he openly rolls a 4 that secretly shifts up/over into a 1, and he gets only 1 battleship!
Ultra/Enigma:  If the Allied player similarly openly rolls a die and the secretly shifted number is a 1, 2, or 3 - a 50% chance - the Bletchley Park cryptoanalysts have cracked the Italian Navy's Enigma code/cypher and have warned him of the Italian operation, and the Allied player can then put the Mediterranean Fleet to sea on the very first turn.  If not, he will have to wait until the 3rd turn to start, unless the Italian ships are detected by a sub, but he should still sortie a dummy unit, to cause the Italian player anxiety.  :-)
Greek Destroyer Activation:  As soon as the Allied player has a solid contact on an Italian ship group, he may try to contact and activate the Greek destroyers on - a die roll of 6 - to then be used where and how he wishes.  If he has Ultra/Enigma certainty of the Italians coming, he may activate the Greeks immediately, but that would give that away, or any time later.  It takes a full turn for (only) destroyers to transit the Canal of Corinth.
Ship Movement - See Movement Pulse Track:  All ship task group markers including convoys are inverted - upside down on the mapboard - unless recon or combat contact is made.Allied ships move first, and combat occurs the instant opposing ships are in the same hex, even if the enemy ships haven't had their movement for that pulse yet.  All ships are assumed to be capable of F(ast) speed, unless N(ormal) or S(low) is on their pieces.
All cruisers, destroyers, Vittorio Veneto, and Formidable may move at Fast speed (or slower, if they wish - not at all in a pulse they could move, if the owning player chooses).  Normal speed is the maximum for the British battleships - and for Caio Duilio and/or Giulio Cesare, if the Italian player uses one or both of them.  Freighters/convoys and Damaged ships move Slow - 1 hex per turn.
Ship groups are assumed to be moving Normal speed (or freighter/Slow speed for convoys), unless otherwise noted by their owning players.  (However, Force B might as well move Fast all the time.)
Detachment:  Allied ships can be detached from task force groups, to join other groups or sail alone - place their small ship markers on the mapboard - at any time.  The Allies can create a Force C.  Italian cruisers and destroyers must stay with their divisions, unless - in the cruisers' case - they are Damaged, in which case they may be sent home individually ... at Slow speed if their Damage has not been controlled ... and at Normal speed, if it has been.
Italian Destroyer Divisions' Fuel Shortage:  Italian destroyers have fuel for 18 turns at Normal speed, and have division markers placed on the turn record track there.  However, for every turn they move at Fast speed or if they are in a battle (and therefore at Fast speed) subtract 1 turn.  Moving at Slow speed does not count against this limit.
Dummies:  Unless they have been recon-contacted/discovered, all task groups and dummies are moved face down.  The Italians get 1 dummy plus the destroyer fuel limit dummy - the Allies 2.  Dummies are removed when discovered but can be immediately brought back in the next turn, starting from a real task group's position, of course.
Allied Convoy Movement:  Allied convoys move (their 1 hex per turn) between Athens and Alexandria along the Convoy Lane.  As soon as an Italian formation is sighted anywhere, the convoys may be re-routed to Alexandria, Suda Bay, or Athens/Piraeus - whichever the Allied player wishes.
Sub - The Snakes of the Sea - Contacts and Attacks at the end of a game-turn:  Both British and Axis (German and Italian) submarines eagerly attacked warships, when they could catch them at sea.  Once a sub makes contact, it can then attack, but if it is sunk it cannot report what is in the hex and the opponent gets a victory point.  If it does not attack, it can go ahead and report without risk.  British subs are within the Italian Air Cover and British Subs zone.  The Axis player has 2 options for deploying his submarines:
1. The historical ambush sub line outside Alexandria:  Within both sub zones, the subs may attack each hex occupied by an enemy task group.  With 2 dice, if snakeeyes (1,1) or boxcars (6,6) are rolled, a British sub makes contact.  Within the Axis sub ambush zone or if the Allied player has been tipped off by Ultra, a sub can also make contact on a roll of 11 (5,6 or 6,5) ... but for the British player that gives away him having been tipped off by Ultra.  British subs automatically get that bonus against the Italian ships returning home through the zone.
2. General anti-shipping deployment along the Allied Convoy Lane and otherwise:  Boxcars rolled against any hex containing an Allied ship marker makes contact
If a convoy or task group does not have at least 2 destroyers and a total of 3 warships as escort, the sub's probability of a hit increases by 1 on the die, and there is no Anti/Submarine roll.
For target selection, an attacking sub can select freighters, destroyers, or larger ships.  In the latter case, the larger ships are turned upside down, and the sub picks one as its target.
If it is daytime (not dusk) and Formidable is in the hex or the hex is within 4 hexes of Maleme airfield, the Axis sub's chance of a hit is reduced by 1 on the die and its chance of being sunk is increased by 1 on the die (even from nothing, if only attempting a contact/report).
Recon & Contact - task group and individual ship markers on the mapboard are turned face up for as long as they are detected/contacted:
Daylight (not Dusk/1800) Long-range Aerial Reconnaissance:  At the start of each daylight turn, roll a die for each hex containing an enemy task group marker (or dummy).  A roll of 6 contacts/identifies any enemy task force on the board anywhere.  If the group contains Formidable, the Allied player is only obligated to tell whether or not there is at least one battleship in the group.  However, in the case of an Italian task group (or dummy) within 10 hexes of Maleme or Alexandria, that contact die roll is instead 1 up to 11 minus the number of hexes the hex is away from those hexes.
Daylight Carrier-based Aerial Recon:  Instead of attacking during a turn, Formidable can use one or both of its strike groups for recon.  Each group has a recon range of 8 hexes from V's position at the start of the turn, using the same system as for Crete, except that the recon range is 8, and the contact die roll is 1 up to 9 minus the number of hexes away from the ship.
Surface Contact:  ... is automatic in daytime, when ships are in the same hex.  Thanks to radar, the same is true at night for Allied groups of ships containing a battleship, cruiser, or Formidable.  Italian ships have only a 17% chance of contacting Allied ships in the same hex at night.  Allied destroyers without larger ships have a 33% chance at night.   Any ships moving Fast at night are automatically detected by other surface ships in the same hex.
Maintaining Contact into an immediately following daylight or dusk turn, determined at its start:  Already-made daylight surface (not submarine) contact is maintained with enemy ships in the same hex or adjacent hex.  Aerial and night-time surface contact is continued on a 67% chance, unless an Allied ship has radar.
Air Strikes - that is, aerial torpedo strikes - Daytime and Dusk, and air units may not return/land after Dusk:.
Unless otherwise specified, air strikes are made using Result Column X.  If the strike range is 5 hexes or less, the air unit may strike again the very following (daytime or dusk) turn.  Otherwise, it must spend the next turn refueling and rearming.  Airstrikes may be made blindly against un-contacted enemy task groups, but they then have only a 50% chance of making contact (even if it is a dummy) to make the airstrike.  A convoy without a cruiser anywhere on the board can be air attacked using Result Column Y.
Land-based Airsrikes:  The land-based Swordfish 815 Sqdrn on Maleme airfield can attack up to a range of 7 hexes.  Buscaglia's SM 79 air unit based on Rhodes has a maximum range of 12 hexes, and it must stay in the air if flying more than 8 a total of 16 hexes per turn.  If Buscaglia's air unit attacks a hex containing Formidable, it may not attack again in the game.
Carrier Airstrikes:  After recon at the start of the turn, Formidable may launch its 1 or 2 airstrikes up to a range of 7 (for 829 Sqdn Swordfish) or 8 (for 826 Sqdrn Albacores) hexes.  The air unit stays with the contacted Italian task group until the Slow movement pulse, at which time it attacks.  A carrier based air unit may fly (back) to Maleme airfield instead, if the total flight path is 16 hexes or less.
Italian Air Cover zone strikes:  Allied ships in the zone are automatically detected/contacted.  During daylight (not dusk) hours, one Italian air strike may be made on any one Allied ship in the zone using Result Column X - or Y, if Formidable is in the hex - although the attack may not be pressed.
Naval Surface Combat - Allied ships in Athens and Alexandria may not be attacked there by Italian ships:
Daylight (and Dusk):  Once surface units attack a given position, the ship units are moved to the Battle Board, unless both wish to withdraw - the Italian player choosing first.  Any ships may be deployed to the rear/Screened area.  Hit/Damaged ships may be deployed there at the end of a battle round.
Battleships and heavy cruisers may fire on enemy Screen ships or the enemy Battleline, but they cannot fire on the Screened Ships at the rear, unless all Screen ships have been eliminated and/or the enemy is putting no ships in his Screen.  Light cruisers and destroyers may only fire on targets in the enemy Screen, until/unless there is no enemy Screen.
In each battle round, ship units individually alternate attacking, with - thanks to superior British gunnery and a higher grade of gunpowder - the first unit firing being British (then an Italian unit, then British and so on) until all ship units have fired.  Combat effects are immediate, so a ship unit which has not yet fired and is Hit, must then fire using the Y Result Column (unless it is sunk, in which case it doesn't get to fire at all, of course).
Italian Long-Ranged Daytime Engagement:  Vittorio Veneto and the Italian heavy cruisers had guns which outranged even the British battleships but were not very accurate.  All the Italian battleline ships may fire first at the Allied ships but they must use Result Column Y and then roll again for a 33% chance of a hit.  The Italian player may then choose to withdraw or go ahead and fight a normal battle in the alternating gunfire manner described above.
Night-time Naval Combat - Surprise!:  If one side has spotted the other side in a hex at night, but the other hasn't, all the ships of the surprising side may fire both torpedoes and guns first and then have the option to immediately withdraw before any retaliatory fire from the victim.  If the surprising side doesn't withdraw, the combat continues as for normal daylight combat, except that all ships are up front on the Screen line ... and can be attacked by lighter ships' torpedoes.
Withdrawal:  After a normal battle round is finished, either player may withdraw his ships - the Italian player deciding first - into a hex 180 degrees or at least 120 degrees from the hex from which the enemy entered.  Withdrawing ships may do so at differing speeds, if the owning player wishes.  Equally fast enemy ships may pursue, but the withdrawing ships can make a torpedo attack on its pursuers (if it has torpedoes left) before another round of gunfire. 
    .
		ATTACK RESULT COLUMNS	CLASS RANKINGS		DAMAGE CONTROL
Die Roll		
A	B	X	Y	Normal A/S	Battleship BB		Allied		Axis

6	1	Hit	Hit	Sub sunk (if 	Italian Battleship B/BC	Controlled	Controlled
5	2	Hit	-	-   attacking)				Controlled	Controlled
4	3	-	-	-		Heavy Cruiser CA		Controlled	-

3	4	-	-	-		Light Cruiser CL		-	-
2	5	-	-	-					-	Still Critical - no move
1	6	-	-	-		Destroyer DD		-	Blows Up!  Sinks

Attack Results - each ship can fire - Aircraft and Subs attack with X:
  1 Hit on any freighter in a convoy or on a destroyer sinks it.  A Hit Damages any other ship (and make a note or put a Damaged marker on the ship, to record that).  A second Hit sinks any ship.  Damaged ships and Italian ships shooting at Long Range must use Result Column Y.  They may still fire torpedoes, if they haven't already used them.  If Damaged, Formidable may not operate aircraft, until its Damaged is then Controlled.  A Damaged ship moves at Damaged/Slow speed, unless its Damage is then Controlled, and then its maximum speed is Normal/cruising.
"Superior" Class Hit = If a superior class of ship hits an inferior class of ship, there is a 33% chance additional die roll for the possibility of the inferior ship's magazines blowing up, sinking it.  Torpedoes - aerial or surface - have Battleship (BB) power.  Moreover, a torpedoed ship cannot move at all during the rest of that turn.  A surface ship which can fire torpedoes may do so only once - make a note.
"Inferior" Class (gunfire) Hit = If a ship a class rank below its target makes a hit, it must make a further roll with a 50% chance of the hit penetrating or doing no Damage.  That second roll is only a 33% chance for a firing ship 2 class ranks below its target, and it cannot inflict a second, sinking Hit.  A firing ship 3 or 4 ranks below its target cannot Damage it at all.
Damage Control:  A Damaged ship can regain speed up to Normal, if its Damage can be controlled.  At the start of every turn, a Damage Control die roll is made for a previously Damaged ship - see the table above.  If Controlled - make a note for the ship or use the marker - its top speed is limited to the Normal level, and it is still considered Damaged when firing its guns .

Pressed Aerial or Submarine Attack:  
Air units and submarines can increase their probability of making hits by a favorable shift of 1 on the die, if they accept the risk of the defending player then being able to destroy them - after the attack - with a roll of 5 or 6 (or 1 or 2) on the die.  Note that if the attacker is destroyed, the defender then gets a victory point.
End of Game:  The game is over when the last Italian ship has exited the board back to Taranto or to the bottom of the sea and when all the Mediterranean Fleet's battleships and Formidable have returned to Alexandria and all the convoys reached their destinations ... or similarly exited vertically.
Victory Determination:  Whoever has the most victory points wins a marginal/normal victory.  If a player has at least 5 points and 3 times as many as his opponent - ex., 5 vs. 1 or vs. 0 - he wins a smashing, strategic victory worth 2 games.
To the Allied Player:
5 points for sinking Vittorio Veneto..
4 points for sinking Caio Duilio or Giulio Cesare, if the Italian player uses them
3 points for sinking an Italian cruiser.
1 point for sinking an Italian destroyer.
2 points if an Italian battleship does not get as far east as Kithira Island('s longitude - the hex line north-south or east of it.
1 point if no Italian ship gets as far east as Gaudo Island('s longitude, north or south of Crete).
1 point for sinking an Axis sub.
-2 points (from total) for getting alerted by Ultra/Enigma at the start of the game.
To the Italian Player:
4 points for sinking a British battleship or Formidable.
2 points for sinking a British cruiser.
1 point for sinking an Allied destroyer.
1 point for bombarding Maleme airfield (which destroys any aircraft based there) and 2 points for bombarding Suda Bay.
2 points for heavy cruisers or a battleship circumnavigating Crete and surviving 
1 point for each Allied freighter sunk.
1 point for sinking a British sub or an air unit that pressed its attack
-1 point (from total) if only 2 British battleships, -3 points if only 1 British battleship
Game-turn Sequence:
- Aerial reconnaissance
- Air Strike Launches
- All Ship/Task Group Movement - Italians fiirst - with Surface Battles at the instant of same-hex contact - Air Strikes during middle (Fast, Slow) movement pulse.
- Sub contacts and attacks
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	.  The Mediterranean Fleet:  The Admiralty Account of Naval Operations:  April 1941 to January 1943.  1944.
Pack, S.W.C. Night Action off Cape Matapan (Sea Battles in Close-Up 2). 1972.
Whipple, A.B.C.  The Mediterranean (Time-Life World War II, 27).
Whitley, M.J.  Destroyers of World War Two:  An International Encyclopedia.  1988..
Young, Peter.  Atlas of the Second World War. 1974.  Any student of World War 2 should have this book!
Wiki and other Internet sources, including Struggle for the Middle Sea by O'Hara on Google.
Brandon Musler and other naval history and wargaming friends.
Although I wrote a review of High Flying Dice's Mediterranean Fury in 2011, I did not consult that or any other Matapan game in designing this one.
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For the following game-turn log, format should be portrait.  (I couldn't upload an .rtf so small, so I'm adding it here.)
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